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1 Introduction

The intention of this report is to try automatic ex-
traction and classification of virus movement rep-
resented by a set of micrograph pictures. The ex-
traction of the movement is done by a specialized
matlab toolbox[1]. It extracts discrete representa-
tions of the movement called trajectory. The task
of classification is to separate virus particles into in-
tra and extracellular based on their trajectory. The
subject of this report is to find a way of classifying
virus particles into intra or extracellular based on
features extracted from their movement.

2 Datasets

Two micrograph frame-sets are used throughout
the report. In both cases the virus is polyoma
virus marked by GFP. The pictures were provided
in courtesy of Dr. Alicia Smith.

Figure 1: Sample picture with intracellular virus.

Internalized virus The frame-set contains 66
pictures, taken with a ?confocal microscope? @ xx
Hz. The size of one pixel is xx um, the extent of
the picture is xx um.
The recording shows a ?kangaroo kidney? cell
taken 5 hours after infection with the polyoma
virus. All virus particles are intracellular as ex-
changing the external fluid washed away extracel-
lular virus. Figure 1 shows the 10th frame. On
the right side of the figure is the border of the cell
where a lot of virus is present. The bright spots in
the center of the picture are caveosomes, a cell or-
ganelle containing a lot maybe hundreds of viruses.
The remaining smaller bright spots are virus.

Extracellular virus The frame-set contains
550 pictures, taken by total internal reflection mi-
croscope(TIRFM) @ 7Hz. The size of one pixel is
xx um, the extent of the picture is ..um x .. um.
As the recording of the microscope has very lim-
ited depth, it is not recording from inside the cell.
All particles present on the pictures are located be-
tween the glass holding the probe and the cell and
therefore are extracellular. All particles present are
supposed to be virus. The recording shows virus at
the stage of entering the cell.

Pathway of infection [4] The two frame-sets
cover following steps of the infection path, the
extracellular recording shows virus docking onto
the cell some being internalized through caveolae.
The second frame-set shows the stage of infection
five hours later. A lot of virus is still present a
the cell border but some already moved on to the
cell interior. First caveosomes turned active and
started collecting the virus. From the caveosomes
the virus is transported by carriers along micro-
tubule to the ER. The ER cannot be seen on the
picture. Some particles are present likely to be
moving on microtubule. See region above upper
caveosome on the video.(Focus on top left corner,
above the caveosomes)

Problems arising from frame-sets The
recording frequency of a confocal microscope is
lower than that of a TIRF microscope. This has
a technical reason, as the picture is scanned pixel
by pixel what takes more time, whereas the TIRF
microscope uses CCD camera that captures all pix-
els in parallel.

As the TIRF microscope has a higher resolution
than a confocal microscope, the spatial extent of
the observed area must be smaller. Therefore the
extent of the trajectories will be smaller too. The
intracellular recording cover a bigger area but the
problem is that the movement is not well repre-
sented as the recording frequency is low and num-
ber of frames is rather short.

3 First Approach

The initial method was straightforward application
of the tracker to both frame-sets. The extracted
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trajectories then be mapped onto features and clus-
tering algorithms applied to estimate the possibility
of separation.

Method To achieve feasible extraction of trajec-
tories the parameters of the tracker have to be set,
see Table 1

w typical size of a virus
threshold the value a local maximum has to

exceed to be taken as a particle
(virus or non-virus)

cutoff the value the probability, built
from light intensity, has to exceed
to be classified as a virus particle

L the maximal number of pixels a
particle might move between two
frames

Table 1: Parameters of tracker

Previously the particle detection did not involve
a threshold but a percentile. For each frame the
threshold was set automatically from the histogram
of light intensity (of all peaks). The threshold was
determined as the intensity where the number of
particles having higher intensity made up p per-
cent of all particles. For the extracellular frames
this mechanism failed as a few high intensity mo-
ments made the histogram very sparse. Because
most particles came in a chunk of low intensity val-
ues the threshold chosen by the percentile was too
small, and turned the tracker too sensitive. Increas-
ing the percentile did not help as it had to be set
very high making it insensitive for internal virus ex-
traction. Therefore a fixed threshold for all frames
replaced the percentile parameter.

The parameters were chosen by trial and error.
First a frame is checked to estimate the average ra-
dius of a particle. Then a first run of the tracker
was performed. The extracted trajectories were
projected back onto the frames to see whether the
particle recognition was reasonable. For this task
a matlab function was written1. Then the default
values of the remaining parameters, as threshold
and maximal step size were refined. The cutoff has
been untouched for intracellular recording. For the
extracellular frame-set the cutoff was set to 0, as no

1see movieplayer in appendix for details

discrimination in virus and non-virus was needed.
See Table 2 for estimation of parameters.

size treshold cutoff L

intracellular 3 0.17 0.5 10
extracellular 3 0.13 0 10

Table 2: Estimated parameter values

Having extracted the trajectories from both
frame-sets, the 413 first trajectories were chosen.
Their varying dimensionality was reduced by pro-
jection onto a set of features. The features ex-
tracted were average speed, min speed and speed
in last frame step as well as the diffusion constant.2

These features were arranged in tuples of two.

• 1st vs. 2nd moment of displacement

• average speed vs. min speed

• average speed vs. speed of last frame step

See Figure 4 for plots of extracted features from
both frame-sets Figure 5 show separation into clus-
ters of data sets by K-mean clustering and Expec-

tation Maximization algorithms .

Results Figure 2 shows histogram of trajec-
tory length from both frame-sets. Figure 3 shows
plots of average speed versus trajectory length.

Most of the trajectories have relative short
length; In both data sets more than 50% have at
most length of 3 frames. At most 15% last longer
than 10 frames. The histograms from intracellular
and extracellular trajectories are very similar al-
though the number of frames is quite different (66
frames versus 550 frames).

Table 3 shows a list of empirical error rates ex-
tracted by application of KM and EM algorithm to
these features sets. The empirical error was further
broken into correct classifictaion of internal and ex-
ternal trajectories.

Plots from clustering are shown only for the EM
algorithm, due to better separation. As separation
was poor no verification with a test-set was done.

21st moment of displacement is equal to speed and 2nd

moment of displacement is equal to diffusion constant.
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KM EM
empirical inside outside empirical inside outside

average speed vs. last speed 0.38 0.94 0.29 0.32 0.81 0.55
1st moment vs. 2nd moment 0.38 0.96 0.27 0.29 0.79 0.61

average speed vs. minimum speed 0.38 0.92 0.30 0.33 0.82 0.51

Table 3: Emirical erros of EM and KM alogorith on various feature tuples. Further percentage of inside
and outside correct classified is shown
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Figure 4: Plots of different feature tuples
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Figure 5: Classification by EM algorithm

Discussion Separation is quite good for the
features average speed versus speed in last frame
step. But as the empirical error is relative high,
over 30%. Generalization will be rather poor. For
all feature sets the inside trajectories are classi-
fied with higher accuracy than outside trajectories.
This is because the clusters don’t have equal size.
There are more trajectories classified to be outside
than inside.

The empirical risk shows that performance of
KM and GMM are better than simply guessing but
the separation is not succinct. The poor perfor-
mance so far might be improved by trying different
algorithms. But as all feature sets are overlapping,
no algorithm will provide good separation.

One might be tempted to improve separation by
extending the set of features to three dimensions.
This is certainly something to try but in the first
place accuracy of trajectory extraction should be
evaluated.

4 Remarks about data sets

The feature plots have to be taken with a grain of
salt. As the pixel size in µm is unknown, the fea-
tures are not plotted in a common metrics. Speed
for example is expressed as pixels per frame step.
This actually turns the results to be biologically
irrelevant, as the basic intention was to translate
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Figure 2: Histogram of trajectory length
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Figure 3: Average speed versus length

the trajectories into a representation independent
of the recording mean. So that recordings from any
microscope could be compared.

On the other side an independent representation
in µm/s would turn the task of classification more
into the task of separating confocal from TIRF mi-
croscope. As the TIRF has much higher resolution
the size of the picture is likely to be smaller than
that of the confocal virus. Overstating this assump-
tion, extracellular trajectories might have an extent
intracellular reach just by noise in the recording.

As all microscope are recording in 2D it must be
luck if a particle can be tracked from uptake by
the cell until it reaches the caveosome. For this to
happen it must not leave the focal layer of the mi-
croscope. This is unlikely as no effort was taken to
track a single virus by adapting the focus. There-
fore most particles with a long trajectory will be
stationary while those from moving particles are
expected to have short length as they enter the fo-
cal layer and leave it again. Histogram of average
speed versus trajectory length backs this intuition,
see Figure 3 .

The the question is in which context and how
the classifier will be used. Classification might be
performed in recordings where intra and extracel-
lular virus are present on the same picture or in
consecutive ones. For example recordings of virus
during uptake and beyond that. Or sweep of focus
from outside to inside of the cells. Such a classifier
could be useful to locate the moment of uptake by
the cell or how long it takes to uptake virus.

The problem is creation of a suitable dataset for
such training. Requiring to be everything the same
except virus being internal or external, is placing
a big constraint on the selection of the microscope,
the scene, as well as other influences like tempera-
ture. (Temperature is influencing the agility of the
virus[2]).

Classification performed on frame-sets taken by
different microscope and different regions is not
impossible as with proper knowledge of size and
sampling rate speed can be computed. But as the
parameters of the tracker have to be changed, a
lot of believe in the accuracy of tracking has to
be built up. There is the question to what extent
the trajectories extracted represent the movement
of the particle and how much its outcome involves
errors. As the tracker is still at the stage of devel-
opment, its performance on the frame-sets will be
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evaluated and possible improvements proposed.

5 Possible improvements of

tracking

To check whether the tracking is feasible, a closer
look on the frame-sets has to be taken. To build
some intuition, movies have been created from both
frame-sets, together with the extracted trajectories
projected onto3.

From watching these movies, the impression
is that intracellular virus-particles express more
agility than extracellular particles. As intracellu-
lar recording frequency is lower, the movements
are represented with fewer pictures, making them
snatchy what might produce the impression of more
agility. (Comparison with early films made with
fewer than 25 pic/s). Still the intracellular record-
ing shows particles moving fast and into one direc-
tion, which is likely virus moving on a microtubule.
Other particles move slower and not directed but
cover some bigger area of the picture. Both kinds
of movements not preset in the frame-set of extra-
cellular virus.

Histogram of average speed backs this percep-
tion(see Figure 2). Also feature plots involving
speed show that intracellular virus has higher av-
erage speed than extracellular. But the intuition
says that the difference should be more succinct.
As it seems tracking might be improved for intracel-
lular particles focus will be on this frame-set now.
All future reference to frame-set means intracellu-
lar, otherwise it will be stated explicitly that extra-
cellur is meant.

To evaluate the performance of the tracking,
the evaluation tool4 had been extended. Naviga-
tion has been improved enabling stepping back and
forth through the images and magnified parts of
it. Projection of the extracted and classified virus
can be turned off; and the result from convolution
used for particle detection inspected. The linking
between frames is represented by red lines between
the position of the predecessor and its assigned suc-
cessor in the current frame. A yellow cross high-
lights the position of the particle in the current

3See appendix for details of creation.
4see movieplayer in appendix

frame. Pink color indicates virus that has no pre-
decessor and starts a new trajectory. Trajectories
that end in the current frame are not explicitly vi-
sualized, see Figure 8 for an example

By viewing the frame-set step by step, the follow-
ing criteria seem to be involved in linking particles.
The list is certainly not exhaustive

1. Proximity

2. Size and light intensity

3. Direction of movement over several frames

4. Adaptive particle recognition. If particle has
been present during several frames it is still
perceived even if it gets close to background
noise.

5. Illumination constancy. Illumination is not
constant, what affects the brightness of parti-
cles. To some extent such changes are ignored
and the corresponding particles linked as if il-
lumination was constant.

But human perception is not without error. The
temptation to continue a trajectory is very strong
and sometimes might introduce links between par-
ticles that dont make sense watching the frame-set
in one run. For a example a particle moving on a
microtubule is not changing its direction suddenly
several times. It’s more likely then to be two dif-
ferent particles.

Best evaluation of extracted trajectories would
be to compare them with the real trajectories. For
this each particle would have to be tagged individ-
ually or their proper movement tracked by some
other mean. Another possibility were trajectories
extracted by experienced biologist. But such tra-
jectories are not available or the pictures lacking
they were extracted from.

So unfortunately the best comparison available
was the perception of the author. Following arti-
facts have been found in the extracted trajectories.

Trajectory ripple Disappearing of one particle
in the current frame and recognition of a new
particle in the next frame at the same area.
Can cause a ripple in the linking of particles.
See Figure 8
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Overlapping particles Particles can overlap
during their movement. Because the micro-
graph is recording in 2D overlapping virus
cannot be separated from very bright particles
for example organelles. If overlapping parti-
cles separate in a later frame at least one new
trajectory is started.

Lacking particles To extract the complete tra-
jectory of a virus, it must be classified as virus
in all frames representing its movement. If in
one frame its not classified as virus or not even
recognized as a local maximum the represen-
tation of its movement is divided into shorter
trajectories.

Particle split (one virus accidentally taken as
two) Virus having a greater diameter than av-
erage particles might be recognized as multiple
particles. This seems to happen for fast mov-
ing particles and for very bright ones.

5.1 Outline of tracking algorithm

For detailed explanation see [1]. The algorithm
works in two passes over the frame-set

Particle detection A convolution is performed
fitering out background noise like variation in
illumination and parts of the cell skeleton. In
the filtered image each local maximum with
greater brightness than threshold parameter
are taken as peaks5. From zero and second mo-
ment of light intensity, a probability 6 is com-
puted. Particles whose probability is higher
than the cutoff value are taken to be virus par-
ticles.

Trajectory linking Linking of trajectories hap-
pens in assigning each pair of predecessor and
successor a certain penalty based on distance
and light intensity. A set of particle is linked
with its successors so that the overall cost is
minimized. The linking cost between two par-
ticles must not exceed a certain threshold built
from maximal step size. If a particle can’t be
linked to another without exceeding that limit,
its trajectory ends or a new one is started.

5The peak locations are further refined to better match
center of particles

6approximation of gaussian distribution

6 Automatic parameter esti-

mation

To decide to what extent the artifacts listed above
are due to inaccurate parameters or exhibit weak-
nesses of the algorithm, the optimal parameters
have to be found. This is a common problem of
the tracker and it might be of interest finding a
systematic way improving them.

As mentioned above no real trajectories are
available, so finding the optimal parameters in-
volved the user so far. If we want to find optimal
paramaters automatically we are in need of an
optimization function, that captures the notion of
quality of the mapping

Formulation of the quality of trajectory is a very
bold venture. But we might reach an improvement
if we restrict to some features where tracking seems
poor and formulate that mathematically. Optimiz-
ing all parameters in parallel this way won’t pro-
duce valuable results unless the optimization func-
tion credibly matches the notion of what is a good
tracking. Therefore we restrict to maximal step size
first.

Altering maximal step size has an influence on
speed and length of trajectories as it allows more
distant particles to be linked.

Trying to maximize any of these features will
likely result in maximal step size taking its biggest
or smallest value. To prevent this some drawback
has to be introduced.

In the special frame-set there are following
assumptions of how trajectories should look like.

• Most trajectories are short.

• Virus particles on microtubule move fast and
express net movement.

• Most particles don’t exhibit net movement

• Virions are not static

• Average speed is low.

Influence of maximal step size parameter If max-
imal step size is made too big, too many particles
are linked that shouldn’t. If maximal step size is
too small there tracker doesn’t follow moving par-
ticles
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A trajectory with high maximum but low aver-
age speed seems as a hint for random linking. The
problem, about this; a lot of trajectories are just
two frames long, so maximum speed and average
speed is equal.
To prevent creation of such small trajectories, the
number of trajectories should be minimized. This
is done by penalizing trajectories that are shorter
than the average trajectory length

Above considerations resulted in the following
optimization function, see figure 6

Method The tracker had to be run for all pa-
rameters of interest, 7 see Table 2. For all pa-
rameters the optimization function is evaluated and
those chosen that maximize it. For this purpose the
tracker has been changed to take all parameters as
input. A wrapper program with with a for-loops
calls it with the maximal step size varying between
7 and 35 pixels.

To shorten processing time the tracker has been
broken into particle detection and trajectory link-
ing, as particle detection is the same for several
linking passes. For each set of parameters the tra-
jectories extracted were saved in a file of their own.
The algorithm checks whether this file already ex-
ists before it starts to process a set of parameters
This is useful for error recovery, as those parameter
sets are skipped, that had been processed earlier
It turned out that the function link trajectories can
be caught in an infinite loop, if link costs approach
machine accuracy. It can happen then that links
are infinitely exchanged with each other. The exit
condition 8 was relaxed so that the loop terminated
if the improvement was not bigger than 10−12 in-
stead of 0 previously. 9

After the tracker had been run for all parame-
ters. The function derived above, see Figure 6 was
evaluated and the parameters maximizing it deter-
mined.

Result The optimization function defined the
optimal length parameter to be the upper bound of
the evaluated range, see table 4 for results.

7The parameters from first experiment where extended
by a range, which seem to cover the optimal parameter set.

8 The termination condition of was true if no interchange
of two links could lower the overall cost of linking further.

9additionally the maximal number of loops was limited

size treshold cutoff L
3 0.17 0.5 35

Table 4: Optimal parameter estimation: Only
length was varied the other parameters were fixed

The problem is evaluation whether tracking has
improved. Mathematical verification is not possi-
ble, as otherwise it could be incorporated into the
optimization function to further improve the qual-
ity of tracking.
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Figure 7: histogram of trajectory length

≥ 10 frames 27.1%
≤ 3 frames 36.4%
≤ 2 frames 24.1%

Table 5: Distribution of length in percent. Total of
676 trajectories

Figure 8: Frame with intracellular virus presenting
random linking
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trajectory{i} = (x, y) ∀i ∈ 1..k (1)

f(trajectory) =
k

3
+

(

1 −
maximal speed

average speed

)

(2)

maximal speed = max
i∈2..k

√

∑

j∈x,y

(traji,j − traji−1,j)2 (3)

average speed =
1

k − 1

k
∑

j=2

√

∑

j∈x,y

(traji,j − traji−1,j)2 (4)

Figure 6: Optimization function for maximal step size

Figure 7 shows histogram of trajectory length
and table 5 shows the distribution of some inter-
esting length in percent.

To gain an intention whether the matching makes
sense and some artifacts have been reduced, the
movieplayer is used. This is done by stepping
through the frames and estimating whether the
matching is still reasonable.

The viewing with the movieplayer showed that
a lot of random linking took place. The quality
of the tracking did not improve. All the artifacts
described above are still present. See figure 8

Discussion The maximal step size was set to
the highest value of the evaluation range. The tra-
jectory were getting longer, (comparison with Fig-
ure 2). As this introduced incorrect linking of dis-
tant particles average speed was probably increas-
ing too. Therefore the drawback with maximum
speed and average speed mght have failed.

This shows a problem of the approach; to catch
the particles and track them accurately, one needs
to introduce a lot of prior knowledge into the op-
timization function. Any function found is likely
to be special only for a particular virus. Tracking
other particles might need some other function

Thus the problem from estimating the parame-
ters is just shifted into finding a good function for
the actual particles. This reduces the generatlity
of the algorithm

7 Interactive parameter esti-

mation

The easiest way to improve quality of tracking
seems to assist the user in interactively choosing the
parameters. Tools should be developed projecting
the intermediate results onto the micrograph pic-
tures, to give immediate feedback of how changes
in the parameters affect detection and linking of
particles.

Method As the algorithm works in two passes,
two tools should be availabe, assisting in estimat-
ing the parameters of each step separately.
The first tool is called particle viewer. It projects
the detected particles onto the micrograph pic-
ture. The user can interactively change particle

size, threshold and cutoff by typing letters on the
keyboard while navigating back and forth through
the frame-set.

Having found a good set of parameters for par-
ticle detection. Those parameters are passed on to
a second tool called link viewer. It assists in set-
ting maximal step size parameters and provides the
same comfort as the previous tool. The user can
toggle a mode turning on and off projection onto
the frames. Intermediate data are not stored and
have to be recomputed if the frame is redisplayed.
The linking is computed by a reduced version of
the linking function of the tracker 10. The function
link peaks computes only the linking between two
consecutive frames.

Again its checked whether the length of trajec-
tories have improved.

10see link trajectories in [1]
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Results It turned out that the cutoff of 0.5
discarded most of trajectories. Only a handful of
peaks were left colored on the first couple of frames.
After some experimenting the cutoff was set to 0.19.
At this level the centers of the caveosomes were
deselected, but the virus at its periphery was still
accepted as ’free’ moving particles what is not op-
timal. For final parameters chosen, see table 6

size treshold cutoff L
4 0.17 0.19 12

Table 6: estimated parameter

The alogrithm extracted 943 trajectories, table
7 shows the typical length in percents. Figure 9
shows histogram of trajectory length.

≥ 10 frames 12.7%
≤ 3 frames 53.3%
≤ 2 frames 34.3%

Table 7: Length distribution in percent
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Figure 9: Histogram of trajectory lengths. Total of
943 trajectories.

Discussion Feedback prevented from choosing
threshold and particle size to small. Previously the
temptation was to minimize the threshold and aver-
age particle distance, trying to catch as much par-
ticles as possible. This was changed to increasing
those parameters, maximizing the distance between
particles and reducing the number of background

noise taken as particles, as this seemed to ease the
task of linking.

The parameters turned out to present a design

criteria: They help to model the movement as their
influence on the performance can be predicted, and
the behavior doesn’t change abrubtly.

The problem is that focus is on one particle and
one tries to optimize the parameters for that single
particle. The overall picture is lost as too much
peaks and frames make it hard to keep an oversight.
It was was not possible to set the cutoff so that only
virus was chosen. If it was set high enough that
caveosomes were deselected, a lot of virus were also
discarded and vice versa by minimizing it.

The interactive adaption of parameters certainly
improved the tracking, but whether they are opti-
mal in the sense that the trajectories are closest to
those extracted by the user himself is not given.

8 Additional parameter for

influence of light intensity

on linking cost

A lot of trajectory ripple was observed during auto-
matic parameter estimation. To prevent trajectory
ripples, maximal step has to be decreased, as it
presents the only way of influencing linking costs.
But then tracking of fast moving particles is wors-
ening. From observations came the idea that in
some cases trajectory ripple could be prevented if
linking of particles with different light intensity was
made more expensive.

To achieve this an additional parameter called κ

was introduced that controls the influence of light
intensity on the linking cost.

Method The newly introduced parameter
kappa was implemented by altering the linking cost
function:

c = dx + κ(dm0 + dm2) (5)

the maximal allowed linking cost was changed to

limit = L2 + κ (6)

For estimation of kappa the link viewer was ex-
tended, so that kappa could be altered interactively
as well.
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Results See table 8 for estimated parameters.

size treshold cutoff L κ

4 0.17 0.19 15 2

Table 8: estimated parameter

Evaluation of the tracking is done similar as in
the previous sections. Figure 10 for histogram of
trajectory length.

≥ 10 frames 13.6%
≤ 3 frames 50.7%
≤ 2 frames 32.5%

Table 9: Length distribution in percent. Total of
919 trajectories.
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Figure 10: Histogram of trajectory lengths. Total
of 919 Trajectories.

During setting of linking parameters the in-
tention was that the length could be set higher
whithout increasing the number of ripples if κ was
increased too. But not all of the ripples could be
eliminated as if two particles have about the same
light intensity they are still linked together. Fast
moving particles11 are not garantued to be tracked
by a big maximal step size is very big. If another
virus is between the positions of a fast moving par-
ticle, the fast moving particle is incorrectly linked
to the closer one.

11virus on microtubule

Discussion The introduction of κ reduced the
number of trajectories. The number of trajectories
longer than 10 frames was increasing by 1%. The
number of trajectories shorter than two or three
frames was reduced by 2.5% respectively 2%, so the
average trajectories length was increased. This em-
phasizes that more shorter trajectories were linked
to average ones, whereas long trajectories have not
been touched by κ.

9 Reducing lacking particles

The idea is that non-particle discrimination should
be performed after particles have been linked to
trajectories. This should prevent that a particle
is classified differently between consecutive frames.
This method could be described as non-particle
separation per trajectory in contrast to separation
per frame used so far.

Method The tracker has been rewritten so the
probabilities built from light intensity are stored
within the data-structure of the peaks. Further
the part of the function detect particles that parti-
tioned particles into virus and non-virus has been
separated into a new function extract virus. After
linking has been done this function is called and
computes the probability of each trajectory by av-
eraging the probability of all particles that belong
to the trajectory. Those with average probability
lower than the cutoff are classified as non-virus and
their trajectories discarded.
In detail trajectories were created with the ex-

tract trajectoris but cutoff set to zero. The re-
turned trajectories are then passed to detect virus
to discard non-virus trajectories.

For evaluation a matlab function sub-

set trajectories was written. It calculates the
number of trajectories that are joined of shorter
ones built by per-frame-classification. First the
trajectories are determined, that have com-
mon starting peaks and thus likely similar
successors.12 The remaining trajectories from
per-frame-classification are checked whether they
are contained in a trajectory built from per-

12Successors don’t have to be equal as per frame clas-
sification discards non-particles early, which are later not
available for linking.
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trajectory-classification. There are three kind of
overlappings considered.

• at least one common peak

• at least 80% common peaks

• fully contained in a trajectory

Results The parameters for the tracker were
identical to the previous section, see table 8. By
per-frame classification 919 trajectories and per-
trajectory 837 trajectories were extracted13. 90
trajectories have a common starting peak. The
remaining 828 per-frame trajectories, that don’t
have a common starting peak with trajectories built
from per-trajectories classification, are further in-
vestigated. See table 10

815 ≥1 common peak
663 80% of peaks in common
628 full subset

Table 10: Number of the 828 per-frame trajectories
that are (partial) subsets of trajectories extracted
by per-trajectory particle separation

80% of the remaining trajectories have 4 peaks
out of 5 in common (80% of their peaks) and 76%
are fully contained within a trajectory built from
per-trajectories separation. Only 13 trajectories
or less than 2 percent do not a share any peak with
a trajectory built by classification per trajectory.

Figure 11 shows the histogram of the length of
trajectories and table 11 show how many percents
of trajectories below and above some limit (Com-
pare with histogram on figure 10 presenting classi-
fication per-frame)

≥ 10 frames 24.6%
≤ 3 frames 39.2%
≤ 2 frames 24.4%

Table 11: Length distribution of 837 trajectories

Discussion To classify particles based on their
trajectory showed an improvement in terms of
length. The number of trajectories not broken into

13955 trajectories were extracted without classification,
cutoff=0
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Figure 11: Histogram of trajectory lengths

subset seems very significant and should be inves-
tigated further.

A further improvement might be to involve fea-
tures from the trajectories such as average speed
or trajectory length to improve separation. Caveo-
somes for example are static and therefore might
exhibit very long trajectories.

10 Summary

The tracker produces feasible results, although one
should not expect the extracted trajectories to be
3D visualisable. They are mostly short fragments of
the movement of virus particles. For classification
based on agility, trajectory length is not so relevant,
more important is that linking of particles is cred-
ible. Under these circumstances the introduction
of kappa is likely more valuable than non-particle
separation per trajectory. Altough the improve-
ment in terms of average trajectory length is not
that striking.

The introduction of a fixed threshold probably
worsened tracking in terms of illumination con-
stancy. The percentile approach was more suitable
to adapt to varying illumination. It could be re-
stored by ignoring outliers with high light inten-
sity. Still this will not work in case the proportion
between bright and dark particles is changed. The
expirementer should be made aware of this problem
as he might best improve the situation by changes
in his settings.
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A Documentation of Tracker-

HelperToolbox

A.1 PathMatrix

The frame-set is defined by the path to the data,
the index of the initial and final frame, the filestub
and the extension of the files. This function pre-
vents having to set them all on the matlab com-
mand line. The user assigns a significant name
to the dataset14 which he uses as argument to all
programs working on the dataset. The programs
retrieve the necessary information by calling Path-

Matrix with the reference name.
The function depends on some assumptions about
the directory structure. The user should create
some root directory. Usually this already happened
while installing the packages TrackerToolbox and
TrackerHelperToolbox. The variable virushome at
the beginning should be assigned to this direc-
tory. Within virushome two directories should be
created; Data and optionally Frames for storing
frames on harddisk.
To add a new frame-set the user needs to create an
entry in the case statement. The case statement
defines the name referencing the frame-set. Addi-
tionally a subdirectory with the same name should
be created under the Data directory. In this direc-
tory all trajectory datafiles will be stored with the
parameter settings as their name.
The function takes two input; the reference name
and optionally whether the files are stored on cd or
on hard disk. The return values are a linked list
of filenames frames and the name of the directory
where files should be stored.

A.2 extract trajectories

This function is a wrapper function for the tracker
function in the TrackerToolbox. It takes the same
inputs as PathMatrix and optionally the parame-
ters for the tracker. If no parameters are given it
takes default values listed at the beginning of the
funcion.
The function returns the rrajectories and the min-
imum and maximum intensity over all frames. Be-
fore the tracker is called, it’s checked whether the
result file already exists. If so the return values are

14e. g. extracellular

loaded from that file. To override this behavior a
optional parameter force is used.
Classification is done per frame. For classification
per trajectory call it with cutoff = 0. The result-
ing peaks can then be used as input to extract virus.

A.3 movieplayer

The movieplayer takes the same inputs as PathMa-

trix. Optionally linked list of peaks can be given
if other than those stored in the datafile should be
used.

A.4 particle viewer

This function is used for estimating the parameters
for detecting virus particles in frames. Beside the
parameters used for call PathMatrix it takes ini-
tial values for w, threshold and cutoff. For particle
detection is calles the function detect virus.

A.5 detect virus

This function is cut down version of detect particles

of the TrackerToolbox. The return value is differ-
ent; it returns an array of the size of the frame,
with ones marking the locations of virus particles.
The input parameter are equal to the original ver-
sion; it takes the frame as array of double values,
and the parameters for particle detection w, thresh,

cutoff.

A.6 link viewer

This function is used for estimating the parame-
ters influencing the linking of particles; Beside the
parameters used for call PathMatrix it takes ini-
tial values for maximal step size and weighting of
light intensity. L and κ. For step-wise linking the
function link peaks is called.

A.7 link peaks

Reduced version of link trajectories. The loop for
computing linking between all frames has been re-
moved. Only linking between the given two frames
is performed. Arguments are the two elements of
the cell list with peaks and the parameters involved
in linking; maximal step size and kappa.
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A.8 cutoff viewer

The cutoff viewer is only needed for non-particle
separation per-trajectory. It is based on parti-
cle viewer and link viewer. The trajectories with
a cutoff value of 0 are precomputed by calling ex-
tract trajectories. Based on these peaks, classifica-
tion is performed by calls to extract virus. Input
parameters beside the usual parameters for Path-
Matrix, are all the parameters involved in tracking.
The cutoff value which is the last argument is op-
tional. If it’s not set zero is assumed.

A.9 extract virus

This function performs non-particle classification
per-trajectory. By calling ll2matrix it performs a
transcript of the input parameter peaks into a cell
list of trajectories. By averaging all probablilities
stored whithin the peak structure in computes the
probability of the trajectory.
The trajectories having a higher probability than
the cutoff value are selected and transformed back
into a cell list of peaks similar. This is done by the
function select peaks. The structure of the return
value is identical to the input parameter and might
be used as input to the movieplayer.

A.10 select peaks

Inverse function of ll2matrix. Extracts all peaks
that belong to a trajectory started by an entry in
array startpeak. Arguments are a cell list peaks
as returned by the tracker and an array of tuples
referencing a particular peak in the cell list. The
first element of the tuple is an index for the cell list
and the second entry is the index for the peak n
the cell. The return value has similar structure as
the input cell list, but contains only the peaks that
are part of trajectories started by peaks referenced
by the second input argument.

B ClassifierToolbox

B.1 classification cluster

Framework for classifying different tuples of fea-
tures by Expectation Maximization and K–Mean

Clustering. To add a new set of features the name
of the function extracting it has to be added to the

array of cell func .
The dataset is built by calls to create trajectory.
The extracted trajectories are filtered, so that all
trajectories have minimal length of 3. To add a
new frame–set a new case-entry has be add in the
swith–statement at the beginnig. Best is to copy
an existing one, and then edit it.

B.2 Adding a new feature set

To add a tuple of feature a function has to be writ-
ten. As input it takes a trajectory and and returns
a 1 by 2 array containing the features. The trajec-
tory is represented by an N by 2 array.

B.3 plot clusters and plot features

Functions used for creating plots in section 3.

B.4 computeMOD

Computes moment of displacements. Reduced ver-
sion of function mod in the tracker toolbox. It
processes only one trajectory instead of a set of
trajectories.

C Creation of Movies

Movie creation is done with the avifile function
of matlab. The movieplayer was changed to take
take an additional argument video. By calling the
movieplayer with this argument, it lets the user se-
lect the subsection he wants to record. Then it
iterates over all frames and saves the content of the
figure into a file specified by the user.
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